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All-Audio French

Learn French AnywhereIf you have trouble finding time to fit in language lessons, All-Audio French
is the perfect solution. Developed by the experts at Living Language, this program is designed for
people on the move. You can learn French as you drive, work around the house, or exercise at the
gym.No Reading RequiredAn English-speaking narrator guides you through 35 short lessons. Just
listen and repeat after native French speakers. Vocabulary, Grammar, Dialogue, and CultureBegin
with vocabulary and grammar basics before hearing a lively dialogue that includes the most current
French idioms and usage. Interactive exercises reinforce what you've learned. You'll also learn
some intriguing facts about French customs and culture.
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I used these cd's to help me prepare for the CLEP french exam. I listened to it in the car during my
comute and it replaced me spending a lot of time in the lab. The lessons are good, they have a
small conversation at the first of each lesson then break it down sentence by sentence. It covered
all the topics from my firast year french book, and more.

This program is definitely not for a beginner because it moves very quickly through beginner
material without review. As other reviewers noted, it works on the principle that you will remember a
word or concept after you hear it once. A beginner with little or no knowledge of French would be
quickly drowning in this course.However, it is a good set of cd's for somebody who has taken at
least two years of French in school and needs a review or wants to improve their skills a bit. I took
French in junior high and high school. We are going on a vacation to France and I badly needed a
review but needed it to be something I could listen to while driving or doing chores around the

house. This program was perfect for that.The program moved very quickly and efficiently through
vocabulary lists and grammar topics. I even learned a few things that I didn't know before. The book
is pretty much useless. I don't even know why they included it. But the CD's stand alone so you
don't need a book anyway.This program is pretty dry and boring. I can only listen to about 15 or 20
minutes of it at a time before I have to take a break. It is about as much fun as ironing. I do them
together because I figure I might as well take my medicine all at once and get it over with. That is
why I took away a star. Is it really too much to ask that somebody make a language learning
program that is fun and effective? Maybe something that works on xbox?

I have listened to these CDs four times by now. Overall, I am greatly disappointed with the way the
program is designed. The French actors speak very fast and are hard to understand. By lesson 3
almost everything is WAY over my head. The program seems to be designed for people who
already know quite a bit of French and just need to brush-up on grammar. If you remember
everything 100% when you first hear it and your brain work as fast as a very good computer, this
course is for you. The provided booklet documents only about 15% of the CD course and often
doesn't mach the presented material in substantial ways. I am going to look for a different course
and return to this one only occasionally. I guess it's good for simulating the feeling of being in
France and trying to learn the language from TV and radio. Date references indicate that it was put
together between 1990 and 1995.

I never learned French before renting this set from the library - I wanted to be prepared for a trip to
Quebec. Yes, it does move fast - but I just hit the 'back' button until I learned whatever was on a
particular track. Listening to the conversations repeatedly worked well to train my ear. The booklet
doesn't line up well with the lessons, but it does provide visual and spelling understanding of what
you hear. I came to the product's page because I'm looking for the Intermediate-Advanced.
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